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ABSTRACTION

This research is case study at Multinational and Domestic Company which noted in BEJ, with title "Analysis Performance Company's Finance Multinational with Domestic Company (case study at Multinational and Domestic which noted in BEJ Period 2006)".

This research target is to know Multinational company's finance performance and Domestic Company of period 2006 evaluated from, likuiditas, activity, leverage, and profitability; and to know difference of monetary performance between Multinational and Domestic Company.

In this research, writer take two hypothesis, that is: Multinational and Domestic Company have healthy monetary performance during year 2006, evaluated from, likuiditas, activity, profitability and leverage; and there are difference of monetary performance between Multinational and Domestic Company.

Analyzer used to know do Multinational Company’s finance performance and healthy Domestic Company use analysis of Cross Section (Method Pass by quickly Section), and to know difference of monetary performance between Multinational with Domestic Company use analysis of Diskriminan.

Yardstick to determine healthyly of company's finance performance him do not is If RKit >. RKidt, hence monetary performance can be expressed healthy or on the contrary for the Ratio of likuiditas, activity, and profitability, while for the Ratio Of Leverage If RKit >. RKidt, hence monetary performance can be expressed indisposed or on the contrary. To determine difference of monetary performance between Multinational with Domestic Company is Ho : U1 = U2 (There no difference of monetary performance between multinational with Domestic company), U2 (There is difference of monetary performance between ≠H1 : U1 multinational with Domestic company).

Result of calculation with analyzer of cross section during period 2006, multinational have performance which is healthy to be evaluated from leverage and indisposed evaluated from likuiditas, profitability and activity. indisposed Domestic Company evaluated from likuiditas, activity, and his profitability, is evaluated from healthy Domestic company leverage. While to know difference of monetary performance between Domestic company and multinational pursuant to analysis of diskriminan, from eight ratio variable only one natural variable of difference that is TATO variable equal to 9.804.

From result analyse section cross, that multinational and company of Domestik have performance of that do not healthy, with first hypothesizing that way is unprovable. Than result analyse diskriminan do not there are between Domestic company and multinational, because only one variable having F count bigger than at F tables of. Thereby unprovable second hypothesis.
Pursuant to above conclusion, writer of implication can that better both good company of Domestic company and multinational of hams more pay attention monetary performance of him to improve obtained advantage is company. For investor better consider in investing his fund, ad for at Domestic company and multinational.